[Study on the application of number fluorescence density in detecting autoantibodies titer].
This study was firstly conducted to detect antinuclear antibody(ANA) titer by using number influorescence density analysis assay instead of serum diluted assay. The best camera explore time was selected. Then 4,140 ANA positive sera were detected to determine the relationship between number influorescence density (detected by number camera system Spot 32 and computer analysis software ipwin32) and serum diluted titer. The consistent rates in different ANA patterns used by the two methods were compared. 4 seconds was found to be the best explore time and the relationship between number influorescence density and serum diluted titer was 29-50 vs 1:100, 51-85 vs 1:320, 86-175 vs 1:1000, 176-215 vs 1:3200, 216-237 vs 1:10,000. According to this standard we detected 3140 ANA positive sera by use of the two methods and observed a total consistency rate of 89.4%. The consistency rates of three ANA patterns including speckled, homogenous, mixture of speckled and homogenous were as high as 98.9%, 99.5%, 99.8% respectively. The lower consistency rate patterns included nucleolar (5.3%), centromere (1.8%), ribosome(12.6%) and other special patterns(0%). For practical purpose, number influorescence density analysis assay can be used in detecting the three main ANA patterns (speckled, homogeneous, mixture of speckled and homogenous) titer instead of serum diluted assay. The number influorescence density analysis assay is more objective, economical and simple than the serum diluted assay.